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Sofrimento e precarização do trabalho em enfermagem
Suffering and precariousness at work in nursing
Sufrimiento y precariedad del trabajo en enfermería

Marilei de Melo Tavares e Souza 1, Joanir Pereira Passos 2, Cláudia Mara Melo Tavares 3

Objective: This present theoretical essay aims at analyzing the work of nursing in a double-sided way: that which produces pleasure because it allows creating and transforming reality, and that which produces suffering in capitalist societies because it limits the human possibilities of choice, creation, and enjoyment. Method: This study uses a reflexive and theoretical critical perspective about what is specific in the work of caring in nursing. Results: Generally, workers have their possibilities constrained by the capitalist mode of production, especially those in the private sector; however, the work in nursing has its specificities. The act of caring is inseparable from its consumption by users of health services. Conclusion: The contradictions and difficulties that permeate the process of nursing work in contemporary times are understood as part of a larger context in the world of work today. To understand the precariousness at work in nursing. Descriptors: Nursing, Occupational health, Attention to health.

Objetivo: O presente ensaio teórico visa analisar o trabalho de enfermagem em sua dupla face: a que produz prazer, porque permite criar e transformar a realidade, e, nas sociedades capitalistas, a que produz sofrimento, porque limita as possibilidades humanas de escolha, criação e prazer. Método: Utiliza-se uma perspectiva crítica e reflexiva teórica sobre o que há de específico no trabalho de cuidar em enfermagem. Resultados: De forma geral, os trabalhadores têm suas possibilidades constrangidas pelo modo de produção capitalista, especialmente os do setor privado, também é verdade que o trabalho em enfermagem tem suas especificidades. O ato de cuidar é inseparável do seu consumo por usuários dos serviços de saúde. Conclusão: As contradições e dificuldades que permeiam o processo de trabalho em enfermagem na contemporaneidade, compreendidas como parte de um contexto maior em que se insere o mundo do trabalho hoje. Para compreendermos a precarização do trabalho na enfermagem. Descritores: Enfermagem, Saúde do trabalhador, Atenção à saúde.

Objective: The actual analysis theoretical has as an objective to analyze the work of the caretaker in its double function: that which produces pleasure, because it allows creating and transforming reality, and, in the capitalist societies, the one that produces suffering, because it limits the human possibilities of election, creation and pleasure. Method: It uses a critical and theoretical perspective on what is specific in the work of caring in nursing. Results: In general, the workers have their possibilities constrained by the capitalist mode of production, especially those in the private sector; however, the work in nursing has its specificities. The act of caring is inseparable from its consumption by users of health services. Conclusion: The contradictions and difficulties that permeate the process of work in contemporary times are understood as part of a larger context in the world of work today. To understand the precariousness at work in nursing. Descriptors: Nursing, Occupational health, Attention to health.
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Problems related to the health working process seem to accumulate. Such problems relate not only to the precariousness of the labor contracting modalities, typical of the neoliberal model, but also the exploitation of suffering, position of health professions and their social roles, process of capitalist accumulation in health and organization of work, organization of public and private health care, dominance and submission of the worker to the capital, but similarly to resistance, constitution, and the historical making, relativity and diversity in the humanization of problems, tension between the individual and collective in the process of social change, and variations in reach of management functions in the performance of actions of the component of education and work and current work, which under the empire of commodity fetish turns it into a forced, imposed, and exterior activity.

When it comes to work in the health sector, there is a fundamental aspect to be considered: health care is the provision of a service. This means that work in health belongs to the sphere of non-material production, which is completed in the act of its performance. Thus, it does not have a product material as a result (independent of the production process) that is tradable in the market. The product is inseparable from the process that produces it; it is the very performance of the activity. While the work within the capitalist system is considered productive to the extent that produces capital, it enters the production of goods, achieves capital gains, goes into circulation, and produces more value.

However, generally speaking, workers have abilities that are constrained by the capitalist mode of production, especially the private sector; the nursing worker also suffers these influences, and features these and other specifics.

Considering care as the nurse’s craft, we can say that the act of caring is inseparable from its consumption by users of health services. Caregiving has missing specifics in the production of objects such as chairs, shoes, or computers in which the fact that certain current features are present in the production of goods has weight such as the precariousness of work relations being also incorporated to work in the area of services. Different from the work of those producing material objects, the non-material work production of health care depends directly on the relationships built with other subjects being users, managers, or other employees. Such relationships is to say, can be expressed on a daily basis, both by indifference or respect and commitment for those involved and their effective needs and rights. This specificity gives great power to the work of caring for others.

The nurse’s daily practice, in virtue of the knowledge-power that it produces that are not neutral, brings itself possibilities to mediate the interests of users and health teams. But it may also reiterate the existing subordination in these services, or give in to
the market’s pressures for a quick service, which ensures more immediate gains to those who sell health services.

The nurse’s work can be identified with the interests of different classes. Technical and social division of work in nursing.

In this article we will examine the work of nursing in its double-sided way: that which produces pleasure, because it allows you to create and transform reality and that which, in capitalist societies produces suffering because it limits the human possibilities of choice, creation, and enjoyment. Furthermore, we reflect about what is specific in the work of caring in nursing.

THE STORY OF THE NURSES’ STRUGGLE

Modern nursing in Brazil was born under the aegis of public health. The first school in Brazil to provide systematic education in nursing - Ana Neri School (1923) - privileged its curriculum with disciplines featuring preventive approaches in line with that time’s policy. After the 50s, a strong tendency towards the hospital field took place.

The struggle for health during the decades of 1970 and 1980 was also a struggle for democracy against dictatorship. This fight took various forms and extended into various spaces. In the 70s, as a result of economy monopolization, health practices and medicine and nursing suffered a sharp process of privatization and excessive specialization. This privatization concerns the growing organization of business that provides medical care.¹

Health taken by the biology standpoint, centered on the disease, in medical hegemony, on individual attention, and intensive use of technology, care, in the inter-sector action, and growing autonomy of populations in relation to health is put into question.

The VIII National Conference of Health aimed at the Health Reform, proposing changes to the traditional model of health care and requiring changes in the training and practices of health professionals proposing an integral service for the promotion, protection, and recovery of health. In this perspective, the role of the nurse is not limited to the provision of direct care or supervision of technicians and assistants. The nurse shall exercise functions of coordination, teaching, and supervision in the field of health and should therefore be prepared to operate various models that will qualify them to perform multiple functions, contributing to the quality of care at all levels in health care.¹²

The nurse’s training model instructed by technical pedagogy was questioned by the social set of the profession from the late 80’s. Exhaustive debates, seminars, and discussions in the national scope, in the context of nursing, culminated with Ordinance MEC1721/94, which aimed at correcting distortions that are essential to the process of a nurse’s formation adapting the process to changes in the profession in health care, education, and labor market areas and mainly to the needs and demands of health by the population, expressed by the significant change in demographic and epidemiological profiles.

However, according to Deluiz¹³, the curriculum model predicted in the said Ordinance relates with the perspective and contemporary approach of training, which are linked to the globalization of economy, of exacerbation of markets competition, and demands for improvement of product quality and flexibility of production processes and at
work, where learning is action-oriented and the assessment of competences that seek to adapt the professional to the new requirements of the labor market.

To guarantee an integral formation of nurses implies the deepening of knowledge required in its scientific and historical dimension shared in experiments with collective practices, covering the citizenship dimension, in order to definitively overcome the professional instrumentalist, technical, and uncritical practice. However, the change in the model of nurse’s formation passes by the need for transformation of the health system itself. Today, although we can observe signs of reorientation in the assisntental model, represented by the experiences of the SUS in some municipalities and of the Family Health Program (PSF), which seek to break away from the productivity logic of services and implemented practices based on more comprehensive concept of health, we note in the current system, qualitative and quantitative deficits of attention to health. We still predominantly live with assistance founded on a biological dimension and in the medical act.14

Currently, the tendency of nurses-forming institutions in recognizing that it is part of the professional role of nurses to think about social responsibility in the allocation of resources; ensure the right to health of the population and promote participatory processes that stimulate popular organization. However, the professional practice of nursing is still marked by a hospital centered performance and intensive use of technology.

THE WORK OF NURSES IN THE CONTEXT OF THE SUS

Such as what occurs with the work in the area of education, the work in health is marked by directionality. There is always a result to be achieved. The result is the production of use-values and, therefore, it is essential to analyze the work in nursing not only as an activity that seeks people’s health, but also as an important market in which several capitals try to achieve reproduced expansion, and therefore, compete at all times for the purpose of health acts.

The ideology that pervades the nursing profession since its origin is selflessness, obedience, and dedication. The conflict for these workers is evident because motivation, characterized by idealized feelings in the profession, conflicts with the reality determined by the capitalist labor market.15

The precariousness work in nursing in terms of hiring modalities, typical of the neoliberal model, is currently at odds with the speech of construction of the Health Unified System (SUS). Thus, to understand the world of work today is a precondition for articulated reading of Work and Health. Accordingly, we will seek support in the work of Ricardo Antunes to understand what the world of work is today.

For Antunes16, the reordering of work relations in recent decades is due to a restructing in the technical base in the productive sector and a reorganization of international economic relations associated with the globalization process. The author states that it is impossible to speak about the end of work. As an argument, he brings the discussion on globalization of capital and strengthens the rules and challenges of the work world are transnational.
The intensification of labor is a characteristic trait of the current phase of capitalism and has led to the uncontrolled consumption of physical and spiritual energies from workers. The insecurity generated by fear of unemployment makes people submit to regimes and precarious employment contracts, receiving low wages and risking their lives and health in unhealthy environments with high risks.

We are facing a new phase of deconstruction of work, unprecedented in the whole modern era, expanding the various ways of being in informality and precarious work. Advancing in the formulation, in the current context of structural crisis of capital, it seems that we are entering a new era of structural precarization of work.17

Therefore, when analyzing the precariousness at work in nursing, it is necessary to learn and understand the relationships, symbolic power, and forces at play in the very structure of the field in which the relations produced are legitimized. Thus, the concept of habitus proposed by Bourdieu contributes to the analysis. It is in the various symbolic struggles developed in different fields and in which its own representation of the social world is at stake, especially the hierarchy within each of the fields and among the different fields.18 In addition to imposing meanings, it makes them legitimate, shaping individuals, composing habitus and information baggage, all in the social environment, featuring a learned, long-lasting, and transferable knowledge. The maintenance of this habitus involves individual interaction with the field, demanding a symbolic continuous fight19. However, if the power only had the function of repressing, acting only through censorship, of exclusion, of prevention of repression as a super-ego, if only was exercised in a negative way, it would be very fragile. If it is strong, it is because it produces positive effects in terms of desire and also of knowledge.20

Discussing about integrality, work, health, and professional training in health, Mattos21 based on the design of critical reflexion of Boaventura Santos, who assumes the possibilities of transformation, contained in all realities, and examines the strategies of transformation of work and training in health by means of the social care practice. This practice involves power relations and emancipation within the relationships of care, in the health sector, which is possible for the author, to refocus on everyday care practices towards emancipatory relations. Therefore, he reaffirms the commitment to a fight that involves the adoption of an ethical-political perspective guiding the work in health and in education of health professions.

On one hand, we have the proposal for a health care model characterized by centralized public services that employ mainly medical specialists, who take biomedically defined diseases as health problems, who buy large part of procedures from the private sector that covers the population excluded from the market, but give space for those who can afford, to buy in the private system. Conversely, a proposal based on decentralized public services taking the health needs of individuals and collectivities as health problems, involving various professions in the health care, which predict the community participation in the management of services, and who aspire universal access, even if it means reducing the private sector.

Merhy22 says that the health working process is specifically configured as techno-assistential actions, i.e. actions that, on the other hand, express a given construction of
what the health-disease object is, and to actualize, mobilize a set of technological knowledge (such as the medical sciences, psychology, epidemiology, and etc.); on the other hand, express a particular way of organizing the production of these actions as services, i.e. it requires a particular institutional-assistance design.

SUFFERING IN THE PROCESS OF WORK IN NURSING

When referring to the relationship between psychodynamics of work and the language, Dejours would be establishing another kind of rationality related to the subjectivity lived by the subject. The psychodynamics of work aims at the study of the relations between conduct, behaviors, and experiences of sufferings and joys experienced by the organization and achievements of work. Research is on the other side allowing the highlighting of a gap between prescribed work organization and actual work organization. And it is through the language that the subject could express how he lives the work, how he suffers at work, how he builds and rebuilds the work, and how he relates to the work. Language is the means by which it is possible to build a survey in the psychodynamics of work. The methodology in psychodynamics of work is based on the subject, in relation to the group, when it is possible to express their experiences and draw up a reflexion between suffering and pleasure at work.

The field of health considers this condition of the worker as a social phenomenon of high significance in the health-disease process. The degradation of life by an exclusively economic sense, due to labor activity, with the generation of waste such as exposure to risks, the brutal awareness of our slavery at work, no bargaining power over wages and uncertain future originate a human deficit in health and in life itself.

According to the highlights by Moreira, the logic of capital accumulation leads to a clash of antagonistic interests between the working class and the capitalist class. This generates a drop in quality of life that consequently causing losses of psycho-social order such as insecurity about the future, possibility of unemployment, cultural interferences, lack of perspectives in life, and etc.

The production of affective relations and its disruption to work are sources of suffering. Dejours observes that the frustration and anxiety are experienced in isolation and affective loneliness, which causes it to increase even more. The author classifies anxiety in different components, which are: anxiety concerning the degradation of mental functioning and psycho-affective balance, anxiety concerning the degradation of the body, and anxiety generated by the ‘hunger discipline’.

Poor working conditions generate anxiety, dissatisfaction, and suffering in the worker, who inherently in his will, becomes fragile. This susceptibility throughout the process of work can be a strong ally injuring health. For Dejours, this suffering cannot be eliminated; the only possibility is to transform it. Therefore, the work process has powerful effects over the suffering psychic or contributes to exacerbate it or contributes to transform it.

The nurse coexists with a strong work fragmentation resulting from historical social and technical divisions’ indifference expressed by other professionals, and also may have
acustomed to “superficial” definitions with no chance of participation. However, they may also participate in environments in which solidarity and collective work are the keynote.

If they work in major urban centers, they may be burdened with the effects of violence and impoverishment. Despite this, they may have deep sensitivity about the rights of users and importance of their work. They can also, by virtue of their personal religious beliefs, feel that working in health is giving to the poorest.

They can be bothered with complaints from users, become perplexed, have solidarity, and feel restless in the search for solutions, but they can also be naturalized with injustice or be waiting for a magic solution to their problems.

Silva Júnior27 states that the health care model that emerges along with scientific medicine presents some characteristics that are directly related to their way of understanding the health-disease process: specialization/fragmentation, a mechanistic understanding of disease and a deepening of scientific knowledge in the direction of specific parts.

The historical process of the 20th century, as we have seen, shows that this is an integrated model and useful not only to the development of expanded productive health capital but to the reproduction of society as it is, i.e. without questioning the social order.

This complex relationship between health market, health conceptions, medicalization of life, scientific production in the area, and care practices can be illustrated from a specific example: the relationship between the pharmaceutical industry and the knowledge of the area and the prescription and consumption of medicines.

Therefore, health is a business and, as such, should enable the greatest possible return in terms of profit to shareholders’ investments. For this to occur, its market needs to be expanded. People should consume medicines massively, needed or not.

However, some specific needs of certain classes or social groups are elevated to the condition of all society’s issues, becoming the object of public policies developed by the State. This process is always amidst the struggle between subjects and social forces that competed for this action of the State and, as a consequence of this action, we will always have relocations and changes in power between these subjects as well as interests met and thwarted.

For Aguiar28, social classes are always a tangible reality, where the extraction of surplus value constitutes the central nerve of contemporary societies. The author defines itself as a historical process, to the extent that the relative stability of relations of capitalist exploitation does not automatically add the working class. Thus, it is important to note that the fights between classes and social groups do not occur only in the State (three powers, legal order and military-police repressive apparatus). There is a powerful process of struggle in the economic institutions of the State (central banks and investments, economic regulation, state-owned enterprises, etc.) and, also, in the so-called civil society.

THE WORK IN NURSING AND ITS SPECIFICITIES

On health care, one can understand the concern about the customer’s humanization in the Federal Constitution29, which guarantees access to all healthcare in full and in an
egalitarian way. Similarly, through the Joint Commission for Accreditation of Hospitals for Latin America and the Caribbean, the Patient’s Bill of Rights - Permanent Forum of clinical pathology - and more recently, the National Program for the Humanization of Hospital Care. These documents are the first steps to determine the mode and the field of action of health professionals seeking humanization of assistance.

Nursing care is sustained in human and social interaction, in the dialogical relationship of reciprocal interaction between the nurse and the cared subject in which an exchange of life processes unfolds in a particular way of understanding health, illness, and death. This intersection subject-care is where the communication in its verbal and gestural form, attitudes and affection are the backdrop for the meeting with the other, where the deciding process results in a fundamental element for care.

The notion of “human subject” emerged for the first time in the discourses and practices that established modern science. The conception of subject, founded on reason, was constituted in the Western world with the philosophy of Descartes, who also formulated the discourse of modern science in the seventeenth century.

The conception of the Cartesian philosophy allowed the representation of the subject as the founder of the world for its reason. The discourse of reason came to be identified as the discourse of science.

Descartes described the universe, dividing it in two: one that refers to the objective knowledge, scientific - the world of objects; and another, intuitive and reflexive - the world of subjects. According to this understanding, an opposition between philosophy and science was created.

Modern science and the concept of subject contained therein have become critical reflexion objects grown by philosophers, sociologists, and historians in the course of the 20th century. Michel Foucault is among the thinkers who have undertaken reviews of the scientific canons of modern science and approached the question of the subject.

Foucault discussed the idea of subject in the modern philosophical thought and criticized the idea that science would allow the progress of society. For him, the social organization, far from being governed by technical rationality, is conducted by the exercise of power.

He considered that there is an ambiguity in the notion of subject in modern science. He highlighted the disciplinary authority as a new type of power that unfolded throughout the 19th century and reached its full legitimacy in the early 20th century, based on concerns for the regulation and monitoring of the human species, the individual, and the body when making a type of genealogy of the modern subject.

Today, for the implementation of care with humanizing actions, it becomes indispensable to value the subjective and social dimension in all practices of care and management in the SUS, strengthening multidisciplinary teamwork, promoting the construction of autonomy and importance of the subject, strengthening social control with participatory nature in all instances that manage the SUS, democratizing labor relations and enhancing health professionals. In presenting this proposal, the National Hospital Assistance Program inserts the human and subjective dimension at the base of every health
intervention, from the simplest to the most complex, influencing the effectiveness of services provided by hospitals.\textsuperscript{34}

The conduct of nursing professionals is a determining factor and concern for many scholars of humanization processes in health. The mode-of-being in nursing is considered as a new ethics that articulates a new sense of acting based on the mode-to-be-cared for proposed by Boff in which the relationship is of coexistence and interaction, thinking about the nursing care as an attitude of concern, responsibility, and affective commitment to each other. The instrumental reason makes room for the sensitive reason and profound meaning. Hence, the nurse can better understand the dimension of otherness, embracement, and reciprocity. The big challenge for nursing, however, is to reconcile and find just the right amount of modes-of-being-in-world and in society.

Conversely, we must remember the characteristics of the work in nursing. The nursing staff performs its work applying characteristics of partial division of labor, in which lies the fragmentation of tasks under the managerial control of top-level professionals.

The work of nursing is compartmentalized, within the professional scope itself. Each component of the professional nursing staff (nurses, technicians, and assistants) provides part of the health care separate from others, often duplicating efforts and even taking contradictory attitudes. Significant proportion of nursing professionals performs delegated activities, maintaining limited space of decision, creation, and mastery of knowledge, typical of a dominated professional work.

**CONCLUSION**

The working conditions in health and nursing in Brazil deteriorate by the influence of the neoliberal policy, where the healthcare industry is subjected to strict cost containment, which imposes increasingly demeaning wages to nursing workers.

Although the values proposed by the SUS represent a political progress when favoring building a historic-critical landmark for training nursing professionals seeking integrality of attention in health and considering the struggles for health as a dimension of acting in nursing. It is known that a policy directed at improving working conditions and wages for its workers was neglected.

Therefore, it is essential that the contradictions and difficulties that permeate the process of nursing work in contemporary times are understood as part of a larger context in the world of work today. In summary, to overcome this framework it is essential that nursing workers join the social struggles that seek to rescue the most essential values of humanity, opposing the force that operates in favor of the de-socialization of mankind under the aegis of the capital.
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